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A B S T R A C T

Background: In a time of unprecedented global change, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to a surge in demand of COVID-19 vaccines and related certifications. Mainly due to supply shortages, counterfeit vaccines, fake documentation, and alleged cures to illegal portfolios, have been offered on darkweb marketplaces (DWMs) with important public health consequences. We aimed to profile key DWMs and vendors by presenting some in-depth case studies.

Methods: A non-systematic search for COVID-19 products was performed across 118 DWMs. Levels of activity, credibility, content, COVID-19 product listings, privacy protocols were among the features retrieved. Open web fora and other open web sources were also considered for further analysis of both functional and non-functional DWMs. Collected data refers to the period between January 2020 and October 2021.

Results: A total of 42 relevant listings sold by 24 vendors across eight DWMs were identified. Four of these markets were active and well-established at the time of the study with good levels of credibility. COVID-19 products were listed alongside other marketplace content. Vendors had a trusted profile, communicated in English language and accepted payments in cryptocurrencies (Monero or Bitcoin). Their geographical location included the USA, Asia and Europe. While COVID-19 related goods were mostly available for regional supply, other listings were also shipped worldwide.

Interpretation: Findings emerging from this study rise important questions about the health safety of certain DWMs activities and encourage the development of targeted interventions to overcome such new and rapidly expanding public health threats.

Funding: CovSaf, National Research centre on Privacy, Harm Reduction and Adversarial Influence Online (REPRAIN), Commonwealth Fund.

1. Introduction

Darkweb marketplaces (DWMs) are anonymous platforms hosted on the dark web and used to trade a variety of illicit goods and services. They particularly facilitate the supply of illicit drugs, with an estimated two thirds of their offer thought to be drugs or drug-related (EMCDDA 2018; EMCDDA 2017), including new chemicals and pharmaceuticals, such as Novel Psychoactive Substances (Mooney et al., 2017; Negri et al., 2021). Falsified documents, malware, fraudulent products, weapons, protected wildlife and human organs constitute some examples of other products available on these platforms (EMCDDA 2019). Although DWMs still represent a modest slice of the more broadly illicit drug market, they are in constant growth and form a new emerging challenge for law enforcement and public health (EUROPOL 2021).
Following the model of “Silk Road” (Barrett, 2012), DWMs work using anonymised darknets, nearly untraceable payments with escrow services (e.g., cryptocurrencies) and vendor feedback systems. DWMs can vary in size, ranging from niche markets dedicated to the sale of specific items, services or knowledge (e.g., prescription drugs, weapons, stock market information, etc.) to large-scale markets with thousands of different listed products (ElBahrawy et al., 2020; DataBreaches.net 2017), with some simply acting as transaction facilitators between buyers and sellers (ElBahrawy et al., 2020). DWMs and their vendors are characterised by a strong commercial flexibility captured by the ease with which new products can be added to (or removed from) the crime portfolio according to market demand; as well as how new vendors can become active in search of emerging profit opportunities (EMCDDA 2019).

A rise in the use of DWMs was observed during the COVID-19 pandemic when everyday life disruptions, spread of misinformation and confusion were promptly exploited by criminal groups looking to expand their business (Bird et al., 2020). The restrictions imposed by the pandemic caused an initial setback of the online sale of drugs of abuse (UNODC, 2021; 2020), which, together with the opportunity of increasing their revenue, likely pushed DWM vendors to diversify their portfolio (including COVID-19 related items) to boost their market entry. Indeed, the UNODC reported how DWMs “underwent opportunistic changes in routes and modus operandi” during the COVID-19 pandemic (UNODC, 2021). In the first month of the pandemic only (March 2020), a total of US$ 14 million in counterfeit medical products targeted at COVID-19 were seized by Interpol (Bird et al., 2020; Guirakhoo, 2020); these frequently being counterfeit antiviral medications (INTERPOL, 2020a). In parallel, COVID-19 vaccines and certifications were implemented as government measures to facilitate freedom of movement and access to services for individuals (CDC, 2021a, 2021b, 2021c; European Commission, 2021; IATA, 2021; New Zealand Government, 2021). The resulting surge in demand for vaccines and certifications (Bracci et al., 2021; Corazza et al., 2022), in combination with the shortages of supply observed for these products in various geographical areas further reinforced the customers’ use of the DWMs as the only means of granting themselves access to the latter (Callaway et al., 2020).

An increase of COVID-19 related products illicit trade from the United Kingdom and elsewhere has been reported (Bracci et al., 2021). Consequently, the health risks associated with the injection or ingestion of self-administered unlicensed vaccines, alleged cures and false certification remain very high and the engagement with dark net activities very hazardous (INTERPOL, 2021a, 2021b, 2020a, 2020b). A previous analysis of 118 DWMs showed a total of 42 COVID-19 related products (both licit and illicit) being advertised across eight DWMs and sold by 24 vendors (Corazza et al., 2022). The aim of this article is to profile dark web vendors of COVID-19 related products for sale on the previously identified DWMs and provide an observational analysis of the products and risks they pose to public health.

2. Methods

2.1. Data access

DWMs were accessed through a proprietary threat intelligence platform in collaboration with CyberSolace, a private sector company specializing in information security advisory services. The platform allows rapid and reproducible monitoring of darkweb activity. The search programs developed using Python scripts facilitate a rapid scanning of different marketplaces, products and online vendors – both active and no longer functional (e.g., due to closure or recognition as scam sites). Data on non-functional DWMs were retrieved and, where necessary, supplemented with the analysis of open web fora on DWMs and other open web sources (e.g., https://dnstats.net, https://darknetlive.com, https://onion.live, https://www.darknetstats.com, https://www.reddit.com/r/darknet/). This study was approved by the Human Sciences Ethics Committee at the University of Hertfordshire, protocol number: aLMS/FS/UH/02951.

2.2. Search strategy

A total of 118 DWMs were observed for the scope of this study. Retrospective automated searches were carried out for the period between January 2020 and October 2021. A set of keywords were identified in relation to a) COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., Coronavirus; COVID; COVID-19; Corona; Rona); b) product types (Pass, Vaccine, Vaccination, Card, Cure, Certificate, Medicine); specific vaccine brand names (e.g., Moderna); and other related terms (e.g., ventilator) and colloquialisms (e.g., covaxin). Duplicates, either on the same thread or from previously observed threads, were removed from the final list. All searches were carried out in the English language.

2.3. Variable of interest

We assessed whether the DWMs were still active (yes/no according to them being active at the start of the search period, i.e., January 2020), level of credibility (high/unreliable/dangerous according to the users feedback), general content available on the DWM (included but not limited to the COVID-19 products, number of sellers, number of items for sale, and COVID-19 product listings (licit/illicit vaccines, fake vaccination certificates, and alleged cures). All information was retrieved either from the intelligence platform or via the open web sources listed above. Data extraction was carried out by three independent scientists. A full review of the findings was done comparing the separate entries from each scientist. Subsequently, the vendors with the most prevalent repertoire of COVID-19 products were profiled in-depth, analysing whether they are still active (yes/no), size of portfolio, contact details, levels of trust, privacy protocols, contact information, and other products for sale.

2.4. Data analysis

A descriptive analysis of the eight DWMs according to the variables of interest was formulated together with a detailed account of the relevant most diffuse vendors of COVID-19 products.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive analysis

Eight out of 118 DWMs were identified as advertising or selling COVID-19 related products: Cartel, Cannazon, DarkoDe Reborn, DarkMarket, Europa, Versus, WhiteHouseMarket (WHM) and Yakuzu. Four DWMs were active at the time of the search, with Europa, DarkMarket, Cannazon and WHM reported as defunct (Vincent, 2021; WIRED, 2021). Six were reported across darkweb fora and open web sources to possess a high credibility (DARKNetOne, 2021; dnstats, 2021), while both Europa and Yakuzu were instead reported as dangerous and unreliable markets (OnionLive, 2021). All marketplaces were recent markets that started their operations between late 2019 and early 2020. Despite originating around the same time, these markets varied considerably in size, both regarding the number of vendors utilizing the platforms and the number and variety of items on sale. The characteristics of each market are reported in Table 1.

3.2. Listing and availability

The two markets displaying most of the listings, DarkoDe Reborn and WHM advertised a wide range of diverse COVID-19 products (Table 2). Whilst the DarkoDe Reborn portfolio was mainly based on COVID-19 related digital products (i.e., fake certificates), in line with its more digital oriented portfolio, WHM was mainly advertising alleged COVID-19 cures, in line with other products offered for sale such as prescription and recreational drugs, such as steroids, cannabis, ecstasy, opioids,
Table 1
Description of identified dark web marketplaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketplace</th>
<th>Active (Y/N)</th>
<th>Credibility</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>No. sellers</th>
<th>No. items for sale</th>
<th>COVID-19 Listings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europa</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Drugs (including Opioids/Weapons)</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartel</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs, fraud, digital products</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>8171</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkōde</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs, fraud, digital products</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>8460</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannazon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>10,975</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakuza</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>10,593</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versus</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs, fraud</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>31,295</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhiteHouseMarket</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs, fraud</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>49,684</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DarkMarket</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Drugs, fraud, digital products</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The marketplaces are listed in increasing order of the number of items for sale. In the table information on the credibility and categories of products for sale are reported.

Table 2
Description of COVID-19 related listing type identified in the dark web marketplaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketplace</th>
<th>Covid listing</th>
<th>Listing type</th>
<th>No. items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WhiteHouseMarket</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>fake certificate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkōde</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>fake certificate</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vaccine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fake certificate</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>fake certificate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkmarket</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fake certificate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannazon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakuza</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>vaccine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The marketplaces are listed in decreasing order of COVID-19 items for sale.

hallucinogenic drugs, cocaine and amphetamines. Fake certificates advertised on Darkōde Reborn went from simple blank USA vaccination record cards, to counterfeit Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) vaccination certificates and American or European Union digital QR-codes (for the full products description (Corazza et al., 2022). Alleged cures advertised on WHM comprised different dosages of Aman- 
tadine and Ivermectin (Corazza et al., 2022).

WHM recorded a fast and steady growth since August 2019 establishing itself as one of the most popular and secure markets on the darkweb with an accessibility limited to anonymity browsers like Tor and I2P (I2P, 2021; Tor, 2021). Its listings also included fraud-related products and services, such as pre-loaded credit cards, bank frauds and forged documents. This market, unlike others, displayed only restricted information about its well-established vendors, was walletless and only accepted Monero (an almost untraceable cryptocurrency) (Monero 2021).

WHM had worldwide vendors and buyers and used English as the main language for most transactions. It was known for its exceptional digital security and its code of conduct, which outlawed murder for hire, sale of weapons and explosives, poisons and child pornography. Despite its documented proliferation, the site handed its resignation letter in October 2021 to announce the voluntary shut down of the business, and the site’s administrators withdrew with a net profit predicted to be between USD1.3 and 5 million.

Darkōde Reborn started its operations in May 2020, and since gained thousands of listings with an activity that increased steadily from May 2021 onwards. According to some sources, the Reborn “version” was envisaged as the remake of the Darkōde cybercrime forum and black marketplace which was seized and shut down in 2015 by a joint ef-

fort between law enforcement agencies of 20 different countries (Operation Shrouded Horizon) FBI 2015). Europol described this market as “the most prolific English-speaking cybercriminal forum to date” (Europol 2016). Darkōde Reborn is, at the time of writing, one of the largest all-purpose markets on the darkweb. Its portfolio includes a va-

riety of fraud-related products and services, digital products, chemistry equipment and a large variety of regulated drugs. Its main page offers an online shopping experience comparable to that of many on the surface web, with a clear user interface and even an internal forum. Indeed, the Reborn version offers a sleek design with dozens of categories, including a COVID-19 section. No email address is needed to register an account, necessary to navigate the site. Before buying, users need to create an ac-

count wallet and deposit funds either in Bitcoin or Monero (DarknetOne, 2021a; DarknetStats, 2021a; reddit, 2021).

Cartel, a general-purpose darknet market, has been active since June 2020. Despite some initial growth, the level of its activity remained limited compared to other markets. Though mainly aimed at drug vendors, it advertises products from other categories as fraud-related products, guides and tutorials, counterfeit items, digital products, other physical items (from clothing to electronics), services, software & malware and finally security & hosting. It is one of the few DWMS left that still offers firearms for sale, categorized under “self-defense”. Bitcoin and Monero are the available forms of payment for this market, and a registration process is mandatory to access the items for sale. Similarly to Darkōde, it has an easy interface with detailed products descriptions and pricing DarknetOne, 2021b; dnstats.net, 2021.

Versus, originated in March 2020, is a medium-sized market that fo-
cuses mainly on illicit drugs. Vendors of this market can pay a fee to be promoted to the homepage, a fact that users distrust and that favors allegations of a high presence of scammers among the vendors. When starting Versus, the founder(s) aimed to recreate an “old school” market characterised by a strong spirit and sense of community as observed in Silk Road or Hansa, which had very large, dedicated communities shaped around them. Indirectly, the effort of the Versus team to cre-

ate a “family business” based on trust and friendly interaction backed in due to cyber-attacks on the platform, resulting in widespread speculation that Versus was just another dark web scam. This market seems to promote the sale of more ‘ethical’ products, banning pornography, dan-
grous weapons (except for nonlethal, collective, fake and decorative weapons, as well as pepper spray), Dockxing, potent opioids as Fentanyl or its analogues, and services related to physical or mental harm, including hacking. Buyers do not need a wallet to purchase items and they can just pay for as on any regular e-commerce platform that accepts crypto payments (Dark Web Live 2021).

Cannazon was a relatively small market, that sells marijuana and plant related products (e.g., seeds and concentrates) only. The listing connected with the COVID-19 search was a calming weed called ‘corona pack’. Most of its vendors appeared to be shipping from the UK, with no US commerce available. The market has been online since March 2018
and was retired in November 2021 after finalizing all the transactions and releasing all the users’ listings (DarknetStats, 2021b, 2021c).

Yakuza is a relatively new market which started its activities in April 2020 with very few listings. It claims to offer a range of products, including drugs, fraud services and firearms. However, the market is not yet established, with many users still skeptical about its authenticity. Currently, there are only a handful of well-known vendors on this market, with most of the available listings appearing to be scams. Yakuza may become more popular in time, if a more proactive approach in removing scam listings gets adopted (Onion.Live 2021).

It is important to underscore that some of these DWMs adopt a “code of conduct” and internal regulations to limit the sale of very harmful/immoral items (e.g., potent drugs of abuse, some types of pornography). When the COVID-19 pandemic started, Cartel and WHM, together with Monopoly market, decided to ban the advertisement and sale of vaccines after one of their vendors posted such items for sale, in an attempt to safeguard their reputation. According to their statements, the tentative sale of COVID-19 vaccines on their platform was strongly condemned. Despite such ban, two listings of COVID-19 vaccines were identified during the search process, one of which was sold in Cartel. Darköde Reborn, Versus and Yakuza also allowed the sale of COVID-19 vaccines, and no intervention was made to limit or counter the sale of false/counterfeit COVID-19 related certificates/passes.

3.3. Vendors

Twenty-four vendors selling COVID-19 related products were reported across Darköde Reborn (DarknetOne 2021a), Cartel (DarknetOne 2021b), WHM, Versus (Dark Web Live 2021), Yakuza, Europa, DarkMarket and Cannazon (DARKnetOne 2021). The group of vendors identified was heterogeneous, spanning from well-established vendors advertising hundreds of listings to “improved” vendors, advertising from only one listing and very often only COVID-19 related. For each vendor activity, information was available on the number of listings added monthly, but not on the number of completed transactions. Most vendors offered Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) to ensure encrypted communication with their clients. For vendors with larger portfolios, the level of trust as rated by the buyers was reported and the seller was identified as “verified” or “not verified”. This information was not found for smaller sellers (i.e., number of advertised items < 40). Larger sellers frequently offered PGP code and multiple PGP codes were listed when selling on multiple markets (Chauhan et al., 2013). The vendors’ direct contact details were often reported in the description of the listing to facilitate direct and fast communication with the customers. Contact details reported varied and included phone numbers for WhatsApp, Telegram, Wickr (an instant messaging app which ensures a very high privacy thanks to encryption and verification) (AWS 2021), and email addresses, especially Jabber and @protonmail (@jabber.org, 2021, ProtonMail, 2021). The latter uses client-side encryption to protect email content and user data. The use of high-level end-to-end encryption and of content- expiring messages, indeed allows increased privacy for sellers and lowers their traceability promoting illicit goods trades. The enhanced encryption is very important, especially when the listings for sale include fake documentation and certificates, and the users are looking for a high level of privacy.

No information on wallet/payment options was retrieved for the vendors, however we know that some markets (e.g., WHM) only accept payment through cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin or Monero. The vendors’ profiles were analysed according to the number of items on sale and their last activity date. These data are reported in Table 3. Their frequency of hits (i.e., the number of listings matching the COVID-19 search) is reported as well.

Six vendors (ThreeKings, straightfromNL, mastermeds, ROCKET-LABS, thebodyshop, and alinilwesi) held the highest number of total listings for sale. From the last-activity date (i.e., July 2020), Alinilwesi did not figure as active at the time of search, hence it was not further considered for the purpose of this study. The same for ThreeKings, which was last active in May 2021. The other four vendor’s profiles were analysed and reported here. StraightfromNL is a European-based seller second in terms of portfolio dimension and, at the time of search, very active online. The COVID-19 related listing was indeed advertised by this seller on the 23 October 2021. At the time of writing, this portfolio counted 507 items among which only one was found to be COVID-19 related. StraightfromNL advertised online the sale of COVID-19 vaccine registration card for €1500 that are valid for Dutch residents only. In the item description, translated from Dutch, it was stated that the vaccine registration was authentic and effective upon checking with the corona check app (the Dutch mobile application for COVID-19 vaccine certificates). StraightfromNL started on the darkweb in January 2019 and showed a fluctuating activity throughout 2020 and 2021 (Fig. 1).

During these years, StraightfromNL was active on ten markets, including the now defunct Silk Road, Empire and Berlusconi. This seller was advertising on markets as Televend and Darköde, while the only COVID-19 related listing was advertised on Versus. StraightfromNL was identified as a verified seller across all the active markets, with a 100% positive reputation (Elite for Televend) and no prior disputes. The languages used by the vendor were English and Dutch. The telegram shop bot was found as the only methods of contact. The portfolio focused mainly on uncut, high quality, lab tested drugs of abuse: high quality MDMA, XTC, MDMA Gummy Bears, LSD, GHB, 2C-B, Speed, Cocaine, Ketamine, Xanax, Clephedrone (4-CMC), Mephedrone (4-MMC) & BK-MDAE (Ethylone). The vendor publicly encouraged buyers to requests other drugs or higher quantities if needed, and to leave “nice reviews”. For complaints the vendor suggested to be contacted directly prior to writing any negative review. While the COVID-19 vaccine fake registration was intended for the Netherlands market, all the other products advertised included worldwide shipping. The only exception being the USA, for which orders in bulk quantities were required. The vendor strongly suggested buyers to provide real addressed details, name and surname included, in order to avoid delivery issues. Finally, the COVID-19 product advertised by this vendor was by far the most expensive.

Mastermeds is a China based seller, third in terms of portfolio dimension and, at the time of search, very active online, with his last-activity date on the 6th of October 2021. This vendor’s portfolio counted a total of 397 items of which nine were found to be COVID-19 related and advertised between August and September 2021. These nine listings were mainly advertising different quantities (i.e., batch of 50, 100, 200 etc.) of Amantadine 100 mg, and Ivermectin 12 mg tablets as effective treatment against COVID-19 infection. The vendor claimed that “ivermectin works against SARS-CoV-2 virus”. These products were advertised across different DWMs with the scope of reaching customers from different geographical areas and in particular China (the seller base country), India, Singapore and worldwide. The price requested for Amantadine and Ivermectin varied from USD 50 to 200 according to the size (number of tablets) of the order. Mastermeds started his listings in July 2020, showing a fluctuating activity throughout 2020 and 2021 (Fig. 1). While the COVID-related listings were identified on Darköde Reborn and WHM, this vendor was highly present on Televend. Mastermeds was identified as a verified seller with a 100% positive reputation. At the time of writing, Mastermeds did not seem to have been involved in any dispute. The language used by the vendor was English, and the only method of contact was found to be the telegram shop bot. The portfolio focused mainly on prescription drugs, classic drugs of abuse and Novel Psychoactive Substances (NPS). Among the NPS were found benzodiazepines (e.g., alprazolam, deschloroetizolam), compounds from the nitazen family (e.g., etonitazepine, etonitazene), MDMA, cathinones, cathetamins, dissociatives (e.g., fluroxetamine) and psychedelics (al-blycaleine, 3C-P). No information on the quality of the products was retrieved. Differently from the COVID-19 products which were advertised for/from various geographical location, the rest of the portfolio seemed to be focused mainly on the Chinese market with the possibility of worldwide shipment. As seen for StraightfromNL, the COVID-19
products advertised did not seem in line with the other listings of the vendor.

ROCKETLABS is an India based seller, fourth in terms of portfolio dimension and, at the time of search, very active online, with his last-activity date on the 9th of September 2021. The portfolio counted a total of 301 items with only one product, i.e., Ivermectin 6 mg related to COVID-19. The latter was sold for USD 50 and advertised as effective treatment for COVID-19 with no further description. ROCKETLABS started the online business in July 2017, although no further activities were recorded until April 2021 (Fig. 1). This vendor has been active only on two markets, WHM and the now defunct Alpha Bay. The geo location reported is India. No other information was retrieved or was available on this vendor. The portfolio focused mainly on prescription drugs/antibiotics (e.g., testosterone, venlafaxine, metformin, metronidazole) and drugs to treat erectile dysfunction (e.g., tadalafil). No information on products shipment was available. In this case the COVID-19 product advertised seemed in line with the other listings of the vendor.

Thebodyshop, a Singapore based seller, and the fifth seller in term of portfolio size had its last activity-date on the 24th of September 2021. The portfolio counted a total of 251 items of which four were related to COVID-19. The most recently listed of these products was advertised on the 2nd of August 2021. The four listings advertised different quantities of Ivermectin 6 mg, and were described as treatment for COVID-19, but no further information was available. The price requested varied between USD25 and 170 according to quantity purchased. Thebodyshop started its activity in May 2019, and after that showed fluctuating activity throughout 2020–2021 (Fig. 1). This vendor has been active on eight markets during the last couple of years, among which figure defunct famous markets as Berlusconi and Cryptonia. While the covid related listings were identified on WHM, recently this vendor has been more active on DarkOode Reborn. He figured as a trusted and verified seller with a 100% positive reputation.

At the time of writing, Thebodyshop did not seem to have been involved in any customer dispute. The language of communication was English. A proton email was found as methods of contact. The portfolio focused mainly on high quality therapeutics drugs: armodafinil, tamoxifen, testosterone, ciprofloxacin, tadalafil, propranolol among others. All the listings were claimed to be authentic, purchased from major pharmaceuticals in India. No homemade or counterfeit drugs were advertised. Requests for other drugs or higher quantities were encouraged. For complaints the vendor suggested to be contacted directly prior to writing any negative review. A very detailed refund policy for custom was also available on the vendor page. The products were all listed for worldwide tracked shipment from Singapore. However, for some high-risk countries (i.e., stricter customs check), as Germany, Austria, Canada, the vendor suggested finding domestic suppliers. Buyers were invited to provide real addressed details, name and surname included, in order to avoid delivery issues. In this case the COVID-19 product advertised seemed in line with the other listing of the vendor.

### 4. Discussion

This article aimed to provide a detailed profile of key marketplaces and vendors offering COVID-19 products on the darkweb. These products included unlicensed treatments (i.e., mainly different dosages of Amantadine and Ivermectin), vaccines and vaccination certificates. The
latter were mostly blank vaccination cards, but also official vaccination certificates with fake doctor signatures and health care providers’ stamps and fully functional QR codes certificates. We found that the four vendors with the highest number of listings on the darknet specialised exclusively on COVID-19 treatments and certificates. Other COVID-19 products (i.e., vaccines) were advertised only by two vendors on the Yakuza market (i.e., aliniewise and alanmarret), also selling firearms, forged documents and fake currencies. The portfolio description and the lack of any further information suggest how these two vendors could be more unscrupulous compared to the ones profiled above, in line with what usually reported for sellers operating in the not very “reliable” Yakuza market.

The analysis of the vendors’ profile revealed that the majority of them were well-established and often owned diversified portfolios, with very few vendors being “new” or owning COVID-19 improvised products selections. For the most established vendors a correlation was found between the COVID-19 related products and the general items advertised in their portfolios. This shows how established vendors could be facilitated in introducing new products in their sale list, both as per accessibility and credibility. It could be tempting to speculate that these larger vendors are supported by organised crime groups, which help in a quick and prompt adaptation of the online portfolio and thrive in the formally unregulated and non-controlled structure of the dark web (EMCDDA-Europol, 2020, 2019).

It is clear from the results of this study that DWMs and vendors quickly adapted to the COVID-19 pandemic, introducing related products to fulfill the necessities generated on the market soon after the introduction of new global restrictions. For each marketplace, the number of products introduced was not in relation to the size of the markets, but more to the types of products that the market was already advertising.

Whilst a description of these marketplaces has been offered, the direct effect of COVID-19 is more easily seen within the activities of the single vendor.

Findings support the hypotheses that most vendors appeared to have added COVID-19 products to their existing DWM portfolios, as opposed to new vendors emerging on the DWM, suggesting that the sale and distribution of these products was dominated by pre-existing illicit organisations and/or individuals. Indeed, out of the 24 vendors identified, only two had the sole scope of selling COVID-19 products, with portfolios limited to one item. For those well-established vendors, a trend of advertising COVID-19 products in line with their portfolio was noted, suggesting a high level of expertise with such products and type of markets proper of organised crime.

The speed and the extent at which COVID-19 related products emerged on DWMs (52 items across eight marketplaces) suggest the need for further monitoring activities and more targeted health interventions to avoid/limit the risks associated with the use of unapproved cures for COVID-19. Efforts should be made to inform users/potential users about such risky behaviors and the unwanted health consequences that might derive from the ingestion of such products. These mostly include commonly sold medications, like Ivermectin and Amitriptyline, which do not have any therapeutic indication/use in the treatment of Coronavirus infection India Today, 2021. When used improperly these drugs could become very dangerous from interacting with other medications, like blood-thinners, or causing mild to severe side effects (i.e., nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, hypotension (low blood pressure), allergic reactions (itching and hives), dizziness, ataxia (problems with balance), seizures, coma and even death) (Temple et al., 2021; FDA, 2020). Both the surface and the deep/darknet (e.g., fora) represent suitable digital environments where such interventions could take place allowing contact with an otherwise hard to reach population. This might include potential users who have not yet entered the darknet to purchase such medications and might be discouraged to do so by the evidence emerging from our studies as well as the enhanced awareness of becoming victims of frauds or the interaction with organized crime organizations. As the DWMs are not regulated, the risk associated with the adulteration of such products with other unlisted compounds remains high and make the intervention from governments even more necessary to safeguard public health.

Though restrictions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic are waning at the time of writing, the volatile nature of the DWMs suggests that new high-demand items will continue to present potential public health risks until addressed fundamentally. Future research utilizing differing methodologies for data collection would enable the development of renewed perspectives as well as the possibility to identify new trends in DWMs vendors activities.

Some study limitations need to be discussed. First, since we present a high-level exploratory analysis of DWMs, the breakdown into classifications of available products is limited. Data collection was restricted to that which has been processed by the utilised intelligence platform provided by Cybersolace. The latter has previously demonstrated to be an effective search tools for such type of activities on DWMs (Negri et al., 2021). Second, the limited sample size collected means generalisations about availability based on this data are restricted. However, as this research was largely exploratory and intended to identify the initial nature and extent of COVID-19 related products on DWMs with a view to informing policy response, we feel the insights generated are of value. Third, this study did not purchase any products advertised for sale on the observed DWM listings and so cannot testify the genuineness of the products listed available, nor their actual availability.

5. Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic gave rise to a substantial wave of illicit products being offered on DWMs.

While accessing DWMs requires a certain level of digital literacy, which has not yet been widely reached (van Kessel et al., 2022), the potential health risk associated with the purchase of goods from such markets cannot be understated. Provision of false COVID-19 certification can jeopardise not only health of the individual, but may cascade into larger-scale public health problems. In addition, the distribution of dubious ‘cures’ for COVID-19 may pose their own health risks that is then compounded by the infection itself (López-Medina et al., 2021, Temple et al., 2021). Considering the anonymity in which DWMs operate, these findings further capture the urgency to develop digital capacity in the general population as to increase awareness of the risks associated with browsing and interacting with vendors of dubious nature on the darkweb. Further policy interventions should also focus on regulating access pathways to the darkweb to further stifle their ability to spread illegal and counterfeit products. Ultimately, the DWMs constitute a complex problem that remain largely unknown in an increasingly digitalising society yet become increasingly more dangerous over time due to the growing contents of their portfolios.
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